Analysis of technology and application trends reveals a growing imbalance in the peak compute-to-memory-capacity ratio for future servers. At the same time, the fraction contributed by memory systems to total datacenter costs and power consumption during typical usage is increasing. In response to these trends, this paper re-examines traditional compute-memory co-location on a single system and details the design of a new general-purpose architectural building block-a memory blade-that allows memory to be "disaggregated" across a system ensemble. This remote memory blade can be used for memory capacity expansion to improve performance and for sharing memory across servers to reduce provisioning and power costs. We use this memory blade building block to propose two new system architecture solutions-(1) page-swapped remote memory at the virtualization layer, and (2) block-access remote memory with support in the coherence hardware-that enable transparent memory expansion and sharing on commodity-based systems. Using simulations of a mix of enterprise benchmarks supplemented with traces from live datacenters, we demonstrate that memory disaggregation can provide substantial performance benefits (on average 10X) in memory constrained environments, while the sharing enabled by our solutions can improve performance-per-dollar by up to 87% when optimizing memory provisioning across multiple servers.
INTRODUCTION
Recent trends point to the likely emergence of a new memory wall-one of memory capacity-for future commodity systems. On the demand side, current trends point to increased number of cores per socket, with some studies predicting a two-fold increase every two years [1] . Concurrently, we are likely to see an increased number of virtual machines (VMs) per core (VMware quotes 2-4X memory requirements from VM consolidation every generation [2] ), and increased memory footprint per VM (e.g., the footprint of Microsoft® Windows® has been growing faster than Moore's Law [3] ). However, from a supply point of view, the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) estimates that the pin count at a socket level is likely to remain constant [4] . As a result, the number of channels per socket is expected to be near-constant. In addition, the rate of growth in DIMM density is starting to wane (2X every three years versus 2X every two years), and the DIMM count per channel is declining (e.g., two DIMMs per channel on DDR3 versus eight for DDR) [5] . Figure 1 (a) aggregates these trends to show historical and extrapolated increases in processor computation and associated memory capacity. The processor line shows the projected trend of cores per socket, while the DRAM line shows the projected trend of capacity per socket, given DRAM density growth and DIMM per channel decline. If the trends continue, the growing imbalance between supply and demand may lead to memory capacity per core dropping by 30% every two years, particularly for commodity solutions. If not addressed, future systems are likely to be performance-limited by inadequate memory capacity.
At the same time, several studies show that the contribution of memory to the total costs and power consumption of future systems is trending higher from its current value of about 25% [6] [7] [8] . Recent trends point to an interesting opportunity to address these challenges-namely that of optimizing for the ensemble [9] . For example, several studies have shown that there is significant temporal variation in how resources like CPU time or power are used across applications. We can expect similar trends in memory usage based on variations across application types, workload inputs, data characteristics, and traffic patterns. Figure 1 (b) shows how the memory allocated by TPC-H queries can vary dramatically, and Figure 1 (c) presents an eye-chart illustration of the time-varying memory usage of 10 randomlychosen servers from a 1,000-CPU cluster used to render a recent animated feature film [10] . Each line illustrates a server's memory usage varying from a low baseline when idle to the peak memory usage of the application. Rather than provision each system for its worst-case memory usage, a solution that provisions for the 
(a) On average, memory capacity per processor core is extrapolated to decrease 30% every two years. (b) The amount of granted memory for TPC-H queries can vary by orders of magnitude. (c) "Ensemble" memory usage trends over one month across 10 servers from a cluster used for animation rendering (one of the 3 datacenter traces used in this study).
typical usage, with the ability to dynamically add memory capacity across the ensemble, can reduce costs and power.
Whereas some prior approaches (discussed in Section 2) can alleviate some of these challenges individually, there is a need for new architectural solutions that can provide transparent memory capacity expansion to match computational scaling and transparent memory sharing across collections of systems. In addition, given recent trends towards commodity-based solutions (e.g., [8] [9] [11] ), it is important for these approaches to require at most minor changes to ensure that the low-cost benefits of commodity solutions not be undermined. The increased adoption of blade servers with fast shared interconnection networks and virtualization software creates the opportunity for new memory system designs.
In this paper, we propose a new architectural building block to provide transparent memory expansion and sharing for commodity-based designs. Specifically, we revisit traditional memory designs in which memory modules are co-located with processors on a system board, restricting the configuration and scalability of both compute and memory resources. Instead, we argue for a disaggregated memory design that encapsulates an array of commodity memory modules in a separate shared memory blade that can be accessed, as needed, by multiple compute blades via a shared blade interconnect.
We discuss the design of a memory blade and use it to propose two new system architectures to achieve transparent expansion and sharing. Our first solution requires no changes to existing system hardware, using support at the virtualization layer to provide page-level access to a memory blade across the standard PCI Express® (PCIe®) interface. Our second solution proposes minimal hardware support on every compute blade, but provides finer-grained access to a memory blade across a coherent network fabric for commodity software stacks.
We demonstrate the validity of our approach through simulations of a mix of enterprise benchmarks supplemented with traces from three live datacenter installations. Our results show that memory disaggregation can provide significant performance benefits (on average 10X) in memory-constrained environments. Additionally, the sharing enabled by our solutions can enable large improvements in performance-per-dollar (up to 87%) and greater levels of consolidation (3X) when optimizing memory provisioning across multiple servers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses prior work. Section 3 presents our memory blade design and the implementation of our proposed system architectures, which we evaluate in Section 4. Section 5 discusses other tradeoffs and designs, and Section 6 concludes.
RELATED WORK
A large body of prior work (e.g., [12] [14] , typically over conventional network interfaces (i.e., Ethernet). These approaches do not fundamentally address the compute-tomemory capacity imbalance: the total memory capacity relative to compute is unchanged when all the servers need maximum capacity at the same time. Additionally, although these approaches can be used to provide sharing, they suffer from significant limitations when targeting commodity-based systems.
In particular, these proposals may require substantial system modifications, such as application-specific programming interfaces [18] and protocols [14] [17]; changes to the host operating system and device drivers [12] [27] allow all the nodes in a system to share a global address space. However, like the network-based sharing approaches, these designs do not target the compute-to-memory-capacity ratio.
Hardware shared-memory systems typically require specialized interconnects and non-commodity components that add costs; in addition, signaling, electrical, and design complexity increase rapidly with system size. Software DSMs [24] [25] [26] [27] can avoid these costs by managing the operations to send, receive, and maintain coherence in software, but come with practical limitations to functionality, generality, software transparency, total costs, and performance [28] . A recent commercial design in this space, Versatile SMP [29] , uses a virtualization layer to chain together commodity x86 servers to provide the illusion of a single larger system, but the current design requires specialized motherboards, I/O devices, and non-commodity networking, and there is limited documentation on performance benefits, particularly with respect to software DSMs.
To increase the compute-to-memory ratio directly, researchers have proposed compressing memory contents [30] [31] or augmenting/replacing conventional DRAM with alternative devices or interfaces. Recent startups like Virident [32] and Texas Memory [33] propose the use of solid-state storage, such as NAND Flash, to improve memory density albeit with higher access latencies than conventional DRAM. From a technology perspective, fully-buffered DIMMs [34] have the potential to increase memory capacity but with significant trade-offs in power consumption. 3D die-stacking [35] allows DRAM to be placed on-chip as different layers of silicon; in addition to the open architectural issues on how to organize 3D-stacked main memory, this approach further constrains the extensibility of memory capacity. Phase change memory (PCM) is emerging as a promising alternative to increase memory density. However, current PCM devices suffer from several drawbacks that limit their straightforward use as a main memory replacement, including high energy requirements, slow write latencies, and finite endurance. In contrast to our work, none of these approaches enable memory capacity sharing across nodes. In addition, many of these alternatives provide only a one-time improvement, thus delaying but failing to fundamentally address the memory capacity wall.
A recent study [36] demonstrates the viability of a two-level memory organization that can tolerate increased access latency due to compression, heterogeneity, or network access to secondlevel memory. However, that study does not discuss a commodity implementation for x86 architectures or evaluate sharing across systems. Our prior work [8] employs a variant of this two-level memory organization as part of a broader demonstration of how multiple techniques, including the choice of processors, new packaging design, and use of Flash-based storage, can help improve performance in warehouse computing environments. The present paper follows up on our prior work by: (1) extending the two-level memory design to support x86 commodity servers; (2) presenting two new system architectures for accessing the remote memory; and (3) evaluating the designs on a broad range of workloads and real-world datacenter utilization traces.
As is evident from this discussion, there is currently no single architectural approach that simultaneously addresses memory-tocompute-capacity expansion and memory capacity sharing, and does it in an application/OS-transparent manner on commoditybased hardware and software. The next section describes our approach to define such an architecture. 
DISAGGREGATED MEMORY

Memory Blade Architecture
Figure 2(a) illustrates the design of our memory blade. The memory blade comprises a protocol engine to interface with the blade enclosure's I/O backplane interconnect, a custom memorycontroller ASIC (or a light-weight CPU), and one or more channels of commodity DIMM modules connected via on-board repeater buffers or alternate fan-out techniques. The memory controller handles requests from client blades to read and write memory, and to manage capacity allocation and address mapping. Optional memory-side accelerators can be added to support functions like compression and encryption.
Although the memory blade itself includes custom hardware, it requires no changes to volume blade-server designs, as it connects through standard I/O interfaces. Its costs are amortized over the entire server ensemble. The memory blade design is straightforward compared to a typical server blade, as it does not have the cooling challenges of a high-performance CPU and does not require local disk, Ethernet capability, or other elements (e.g., management processor, SuperIO, etc.) Client access latency is dominated by the enclosure interconnect, which allows the memory blade's DRAM subsystem to be optimized for power and capacity efficiency rather than latency. For example, the controller can aggressively place DRAM pages into active power-down mode, and can map consecutive cache blocks into a single memory bank to minimize the number of active devices at the expense of reduced single-client bandwidth. A memory blade can also serve as a vehicle for integrating alternative memory technologies, such as Flash or phase-change memory, possibly in a heterogeneous combination with DRAM, without requiring modification to the compute blades.
To provide protection and isolation among shared clients, the memory controller translates each memory address accessed by a client blade into an address local to the memory blade, called the Remote Machine Memory Address (RMMA). In our design, each client manages both local and remote physical memory within a single System Memory Address (SMA) space. Local physical memory resides at the bottom of this space, with remote memory mapped at higher addresses. For example, if a blade has 2 GB of local DRAM and has been assigned 6 GB of remote capacity, its total SMA space extends from 0 to 8 GB. Each blade's remote SMA space is mapped to a disjoint portion of the RMMA space. This process is illustrated in Figure 2 (b). We manage the blade's memory in large chunks (e.g., 16 MB) so that the entire mapping table can be kept in SRAM on the memory blade's controller. For example, a 512 GB memory blade managed in 16 MB chunks requires only a 32K-entry mapping table. Using these "superpage" mappings avoids complex, high-latency DRAM page table data structures and custom TLB hardware. Note that providing sharedmemory communications among client blades (as in distributed shared memory) is beyond the scope of this paper.
Allocation and revocation:
The memory blade's total capacity is partitioned among the connected clients through the cooperation of the virtual machine monitors (VMMs) running on the clients, in conjunction with enclosure-, rack-, or datacenter-level management software. The VMMs in turn are responsible for allocating remote memory among the virtual machine(s) (VMs) running on each client system. The selection of capacity allocation policies, both among blades in an enclosure and among VMs on a blade, is a broad topic that deserves separate study. Here we restrict our discussion to designing the mechanisms for allocation and revocation.
Allocation is straightforward: privileged management software on the memory blade assigns one or more unused memory blade superpages to a client, and sets up a mapping from the chosen blade ID and SMA range to the appropriate RMMA range.
In the case where there are no unused superpages, some existing mapping must be revoked so that memory can be reallocated. We assume that capacity reallocation is a rare event compared to the frequency of accessing memory using reads and writes. Consequently, our design focuses primarily on correctness and transparency and not performance.
When a client is allocated memory on a fully subscribed memory blade, management software first decides which other clients must give up capacity, then notifies the VMMs on those clients of the amount of remote memory they must release. We propose two general approaches for freeing pages. First, most VMMs already provide paging support to allow a set of VMs to oversubscribe local memory. This paging mechanism can be invoked to evict local or remote pages. When a remote page is to be swapped out, it is first transferred temporarily to an empty local frame and then paged to disk. The remote page freed by this transfer is released for reassignment.
Alternatively, many VMMs provide a "balloon driver" [37] within the guest OS to allocate and pin memory pages, which are then returned to the VMM. The balloon driver increases memory pressure within the guest OS, forcing it to select pages for eviction. This approach generally provides better results than the VMM's paging mechanisms, as the guest OS can make a more informed decision about which pages to swap out and may simply discard clean pages without writing them to disk. Because the newly freed physical pages can be dispersed across both the local and remote SMA ranges, the VMM may need to relocate pages within the SMA space to free a contiguous 16 MB remote superpage.
Once the VMMs have released their remote pages, the memory blade mapping tables may be updated to reflect the new allocation. We assume that the VMMs can generally be trusted to release memory on request; the unlikely failure of a VMM to release memory promptly indicates a serious error and can be resolved by rebooting the client blade.
System Architecture with Memory Blades
Whereas our memory-blade design enables several alternative system architectures, we discuss two specific designs, one based on page swapping and another using fine-grained remote access. In addition to providing more detailed examples, these designs also illustrate some of the tradeoffs in the multi-dimensional design space for memory blades. Most importantly, they compare the method and granularity of access to the remote blade (pagebased versus block-based) and the interconnect fabric used for communication (PCI Express versus HyperTransport).
Page-Swapping Remote Memory (PS)
Our first design avoids any hardware changes to the high-volume compute blades or enclosure; the memory blade itself is the only non-standard component. This constraint implies a conventional I/O backplane interconnect, typically PCIe. This basic design is illustrated in Figure 3 (a).
Because CPUs in a conventional system cannot access cacheable memory across a PCIe connection, the system must bring locations into the client blade's local physical memory before they can be accessed. We leverage standard virtual-memory mechanisms to detect accesses to remote memory and relocate the targeted locations to local memory on a page granularity. In addition to enabling the use of virtual memory support, pagebased transfers exploit locality in the client's access stream and amortize the overhead of PCIe memory transfers.
To avoid modifications to application and OS software, we implement this page management in the VMM. The VMM detects accesses to remote data pages and swaps those data pages to local memory before allowing a load or store to proceed. Figure 3 (b) illustrates our page management scheme. Recall that, when remote memory capacity is assigned to a specific blade, we extend the SMA (machine physical address) space at that blade to provide local addresses for the additional memory. The VMM assigns pages from this additional address space to guest VMs, where they will in turn be assigned to the guest OS or to applications. However, because these pages cannot be accessed directly by the CPU, the VMM cannot set up valid page-table entries for these addresses. It instead tracks the pages by using "poisoned" page table entries without their valid bits set or by tracking the mappings outside of the page tables (similar techniques have been used to prototype hybrid memory in VMWare [38] ). In either case, a direct CPU access to remote memory will cause a page fault and trap into the VMM. On such a trap, the VMM initiates a page swap operation. This simple OStransparent memory-to-memory page swap should not be confused with OS-based virtual memory swapping (paging to swap space), which is orders of magnitude slower and involves an entirely different set of sophisticated data structures and algorithms.
In our design, we assume page swapping is performed on a 4 KB granularity, a common page size used by operating systems. Page swaps logically appear to the VMM as a swap from high SMA addresses (beyond the end of local memory) to low addresses (within local memory). To decouple the swap of a remote page to local memory and eviction of a local page to remote memory, we maintain a pool of free local pages for incoming swaps. The software fault handler thus allocates a page from the local free list and initiates a DMA transfer over the PCIe channel from the remote memory blade. The transfer is performed synchronously (i.e., the execution thread is stalled during the transfer, but other threads may execute). Once the transfer is complete, the fault handler updates the page table entry to point to the new, local SMA address and puts the prior remote SMA address into a pool of remote addresses that are currently unused.
To maintain an adequate supply of free local pages, the VMM must occasionally evict local pages to remote memory, effectively performing the second half of the logical swap operation. The VMM selects a high SMA address from the remote page free list and initiates a DMA transfer from a local page to the remote memory blade. When complete, the local page is unmapped and placed on the local free list. Eviction operations are performed asynchronously, and do not stall the CPU unless a conflicting access to the in-flight page occurs during eviction.
Fine-Grained Remote Memory Access (FGRA)
The previous solution avoids any hardware changes to the commodity compute blade, but at the expense of trapping to the VMM and transferring full pages on every remote memory access. In our second approach, we examine the effect of a few minimal hardware changes to the high-volume compute blade to enable an alternate design that has higher performance potential. In particular, this design allows CPUs on the compute blade to access remote memory directly at cache-block granularity.
Our approach leverages the glueless SMP support found in current processors. For example, AMD Opteron™ processors have up to three coherent HyperTransport™ links coming out of the socket. Our design, shown in Figure 4 , uses custom hardware on the compute blade to redirect cache fill requests to the remote memory blade. Although it does require custom hardware, the changes to enable our FGRA design are relatively straightforward adaptations of current coherent memory controller designs This hardware, labeled "Coherence filter" in Figure 4 , serves two purposes. First, it selectively forwards only necessary coherence protocol requests to the remote memory blade. For example, because the remote blade does not contain any caches, the coherence filter can respond immediately to invalidation requests. Only memory read and write requests require processing at the remote memory blade. In the terminology of glueless x86 multiprocessors, the filter ensures that the memory blade is a home agent but not a cache agent. Second, the filter can optionally translate coherence messages destined for the memory blade into an alternate format. For example, HyperTransportprotocol read and write requests can be translated into generic PCIe commands, allowing the use of commodity backplanes and decoupling the memory blade from specific cache-coherence protocols and processor technologies.
Because this design allows the remote SMA space to be accessed directly by CPUs, VMM support is not required; an unmodified OS can treat both local and remote addresses uniformly. However, a VMM or additional OS support is required to enable dynamic allocation or revocation of remote memory. Performance can also potentially be improved by migrating the most frequently accessed remote pages into local memory, swapping them with infrequently accessed local pages-a task that could be performed by a VMM or by extending the NUMA support available in many OSes.
EVALUATION 4.1 Methodology
We compare the performance of our memory-blade designs to a conventional system primarily via trace-based simulation. Using traces rather than a detailed execution-driven CPU model makes it practical to process the billions of main-memory references needed to exercise a multi-gigabyte memory system. Although we forgo the ability to model overlap between processor execution and remote memory accesses with our trace-based simulations, our memory reference traces are collected from a simulator that does model overlap of local memory accesses. Additionally, we expect overlap for remote accesses to be negligible due to the relatively high latencies to our remote memory blade.
We collected memory reference traces from a detailed full-system simulator, used and validated in prior studies [39] , modified to record the physical address, CPU ID, timestamp and read/write status of all main-memory accesses. To make it feasible to run the workloads to completion, we use a lightweight CPU model for this simulation. (Each simulation still took 1-2 weeks to complete.) The simulated system has four 2.2 GHz cores, with per-core dedicated 64KB L1 and 512 KB L2 caches, and a 2 MB L3 shared cache.
The common simulation parameters for our remote memory blade are listed in Table 1 . For the baseline PS, we assume that the memory blade interconnect has a latency of 120 ns and bandwidth of 1 GB/s (each direction), based loosely on a PCIe 2.0 x2 channel. For the baseline FGRA, we assume a more aggressive channel, e.g., based on HyperTransport™ or a similar technology, with 60 ns latency and 4 GB/s bandwidth. Additionally, for PS, each access to remote memory results in a trap to the VMM, and VMM software must initiate the page transfer. Based on prior work [40] , we assume a total of 330 ns (roughly 1,000 cycles on a 3 GHz processor) for this software overhead, including the trap itself, updating page tables, TLB shootdown, and generating the request message to the memory blade. All of our simulated systems are modeled with a hard drive with 8 ms access latency and 50 MB/s sustained bandwidth. We perform initial data placement using a first-touch allocation policy.
We validated our model on a real machine to measure the impact of reducing the physical memory allocation in a conventional server. We use an HP c-Class BL465c server with 2.2GHz AMD Opteron 2354 processors and 8 GB of DDR2-800 DRAM. To model a system with less DRAM capacity, we force the Linux kernel to reduce physical memory capacity using a boot-time kernel parameter.
The workloads used to evaluate our designs include a mixture of Web 2.0-based benchmarks (nutch, indexer), traditional server benchmarks (pgbench, TPC-H, SPECjbb®2005), and traditional computational benchmarks (SPEC® CPU2006 -zeusmp, gcc, perl, bwaves, mcf).
Additionally we developed a multiprogrammed workload, spec4p, by combining the traces from zeusmp, gcc, perl, and mcf. Spec4p offers insight into multiple workloads sharing a single server's link to the memory blade. Table 1 describes these workloads in more detail. We further broadly classify the workloads into three groups-low, medium, and high-based on their memory footprint sizes. The low group consists of benchmarks whose footprint is less than 1 GB, 
Animation
Resource utilization traces collected on 500+ animation rendering servers over a year, 1-second sample interval. We present data from traces from a group of 16 representative servers.
VM consolidation VM consolidation traces of 16 servers based on enterprise and web2.0 workloads, maximum resource usage reported every 10-minute interval.
Web2.0 Resource utilization traced collected on 290 servers from a web2.0 company, we use sar traces with 1-second sample interval for 16 representative servers. medium ranges from 1 GB to 1.75 GB, and high includes those with footprints between 1.75GB and 3GB. In addition to these workloads, we have also collected traces of memory usage in three real-world, large-scale datacenter environments. These environments include Animation, VM consolidation, and web2.0, and are described in Table 1 . These traces were each gathered for over a month across a large number of servers and are used to guide our selection of workloads to mimic the time-varying memory requirements of applications seen in real-world environments.
To quantify the cost benefits of our design, we developed a cost model for our disaggregated memory solutions and the baseline servers against which we compare. Because our designs target the memory system, we present data specific to the memory system. We gathered price data from public and industry sources for as many components as possible. For components not available off the shelf, such as our remote memory blade controller, we estimate a cost range. We further include power and cooling costs, given a typical 3-year server lifespan. We used DRAM power calculators to evaluate the power consumption of DDR2 devices.
Estimates for the memory contributions towards power and cooling are calculated using the same methodology as in [8] .
Results
Memory expansion for individual benchmarks
We first focus on the applicability of memory disaggregation to address the memory capacity wall for individual benchmarks. To illustrate scenarios where applications run into memory capacity limitations due to a core-to-memory ratio imbalance, we perform an experiment where we run each of our benchmarks on a baseline system with only 75% of that benchmark's memory footprint (Mapp-75%). The baseline system must swap pages to disk to accommodate the full footprint of the workload. We compare these with our two disaggregated-memory architectures, PS and FGRA. In these cases, the compute nodes continue to have local DRAM capacity corresponding to only 75% of the benchmark's memory footprint, but have the ability to exploit capacity from a remote memory blade. We assume 32GB of memory on the memory blade, which is sufficient to fit any application's footprint. Figure 5 (a) summarizes the speedup for the PS and FGRA designs relative to the baseline. Both of our new solutions achieve significant improvements, ranging from 4X to 320X higher performance. These improvements stem from the much lower latency of our remote memory solutions compared to OSbased disk paging. In particular, zeusmp, bwaves, mcf, specjbb, and spec4p show the highest benefits due to their large working sets.
Interestingly, we also observe that PS outperforms FGRA in this experiment, despite our expectations for FGRA to achieve better performance due to its lower access latency. Further investigation reveals that the page swapping policy in PS, which transfers pages from remote memory to local memory upon access, accounts for its performance advantage. Under PS, although the initial access to a remote memory location incurs a high latency due to the VMM trap and the 4 KB page transfer over the slower PCIe interconnect, subsequent accesses to that address consequently incur only local-memory latencies. The FGRA design, though it has lower remote latencies compared to PS, continues to incur these latencies for every access to a frequently used remote location. Nevertheless, FGRA still outperforms the baseline. We examine the addition of page swapping to FGRA in Section 4.2.5. is provisioned for the common-case workload, but can still see a mix of different workloads. Figure 5 (b) shows that our proposed solutions now achieve performance improvements only for benchmarks with high memory footprints. For other benchmarks, the remote memory blade is unused, and does not provide any benefit. More importantly, it does not cause any slowdown.
Finally, Figure 5 (c) considers a baseline where the server memory is provisioned for the worst-case application footprint (M-max = 4GB). This baseline models many current datacenter scenarios where servers are provisioned in anticipation of the worst-case load, either across workloads or across time. We configure our memory disaggregation solutions as in the previous experiment, with M-median provisioned per-blade and additional capacity in the remote blade. Our results show that, for workloads with small footprints, our new solutions perform comparably. For workloads with larger footprints, going to remote memory causes a slowdown compared to local memory; however, PS provides comparable performance in some large-footprint workloads (pgbench, indexer), and on the remaining workloads its performance is still within 30% of M-max. As before, FGRA loses performance as it does not exploit locality patterns to ensure most accesses go to local memory.
Power and cost analysis
Using the methodology described in 4.1, we estimate the memory power draw of our baseline M-median system as 10 W, and our M-max system as 21 W. To determine the power draw of our disaggregated memory solutions, we assume local memory provisioned for median capacity requirements (as in M-median) and a memory blade with 32 GB shared by 16 servers. Furthermore, because the memory blade can tolerate increased DRAM access latency, we assume it aggressively employs DRAM low-power sleep modes. For a 16-server ensemble, we estimate the amortized per-server memory power of the disaggregated solution (including all local and remote memory and the memory blade interface hardware, such as its controller, and I/O connections) at 15 W. Figure 6 illustrates the cost impact of the custom designed memory blade, showing the changes in the average performanceper-memory cost improvement over the baseline M-max system as memory blade cost varies. To put the memory blade cost into context with the memory subsystem, the cost is calculated as a percentage of the total remote DRAM costs (memory blade cost divided by remote DRAM costs), using 32 GB of remote memory. Note that for clarity, the cost range on the horizontal axis refers only to the memory blade interface/packaging hardware excluding DRAM costs (the fixed DRAM costs are factored in to the results). The hardware cost break-even points for PS and FGRA are high, implying a sufficiently large budget envelope for the memory blade implementation. We expect that the overhead of a realistic implementation of a memory blade could be below 50% of the remote DRAM cost (given current market prices). This overhead can be reduced further by considering higher capacity memory blades; for example, we expect the cost to be below 7% of the remote DRAM cost of a 256 GB memory blade.
Server consolidation
Viewed as a key application for multi-core processors, server consolidation improves hardware resource utilization by hosting multiple virtual machines on a single physical platform. However, memory capacity is often the bottleneck to server consolidation because other resources (e.g., processor and I/O) are easier to multiplex, and the growing imbalance between processor and memory capacities exacerbates the problem. This effect is evident in our real-world web2.0 traces, where processor utilization rates are typically below 30% (rarely over 45%) while more than 80% of memory is allocated, indicating limited consolidation opportunities without memory expansion. To address this issue, current solutions either advocate larger SMP servers for their memory capacity or sophisticated hypervisor memory management policies to reduce workload footprints, but they incur performance penalties, increase costs and complexity, and do not address the fundamental processor-memory imbalance.
Memory disaggregation enables new consolidation opportunities by supporting processor-independent memory expansion. With memory blades to provide the second-level memory capacity, we can reduce each workload's processor-local memory allocation to less than its total footprint (M-max) while still maintaining comparable performance (i.e., <3% slowdown). This workloadspecific local vs. remote memory ratio determines how much memory can be freed on a compute server (and shifted onto the memory blade) to allow further consolidation. Unfortunately, it is not possible to experiment in production datacenters to determine these ratios. Instead, we determine the typical range of local-toremote ratios using our simulated workload suite. We can then use this range to investigate the potential for increased consolidation using resource utilization traces from production systems.
We evaluate the consolidation benefit using the web2.0 workload (CPU, memory and IO resource utilization traces for 200+ servers) and a sophisticated consolidation algorithm similar to that used by Rolia et al. [41] . The algorithm performs multidimensional bin packing to minimize the number of servers needed for given resource requirements. We do not consider the other two traces for this experiment. Animation is CPU-bound and runs out of CPU before it runs out of memory, so memory disaggregation does not help. However, as CPU capacity increases in the future, we may likely encounter a similar situation as web2.0. VM consolidation, on the other hand, does run out of memory before it runs of out CPU, but these traces already represent the result of consolidation, and in the absence of information on the prior consolidation policy, it is hard to make a fair determination of the baseline and the additional benefits from memory disaggregation over existing approaches. As shown in Figure 7 (a), without memory disaggregation, the state-of-the-art algorithm ("Current") achieves only modest hardware reductions (5% processor and 13% memory); limited memory capacity precludes further consolidation. In contrast, page-swapping-based memory disaggregation corrects the timevarying imbalance between VM memory demands and local capacity, allowing a substantial reduction of processor count by a further 68%.
Ensemble-level memory sharing
We now examine the benefits of disaggregated memory in multiworkload server ensembles with time-varying requirements. By dynamically sharing memory capacity at an ensemble level, disaggregated memory can potentially exploit the inter-and intraworkload variations in memory requirements. This variation is highlighted by the difference in the peak of sums versus the sum of peaks. The peak of sums is the maximum total memory required across the ensemble at any single point in time. On the other hand, the sum of peaks is the sum of the worst-case memory requirements of all the servers for the applications they are running. In conventional environments, servers must be provisioned for the worst-case memory usage (sum of peaks) to avoid potentially-catastrophic performance losses from underprovisioning (which may lead to swapping/thrashing). However, the peak of sums is often much smaller than the sum of peaks as servers rarely reach their peak loads simultaneously; systems provisioned for worst-case demands are nearly always underutilized. Ensemble-level sharing allows servers to instead be provisioned for the sum of peaks, saving costs and power.
We examine the potential of ensemble-level sharing for a 16-server blade enclosure running a mix of enterprise workloads with varying memory requirements (similar to the scenario shown in Figure 1(b) ). We examine three real-world enterprise datacenter workload traces (Animation, VM consolidation, and web2.0), and create a mixed workload trace using our simulated workloads to mimic the same memory usage patterns. We divide each trace into epochs and measure the processing done per epoch; we then compare these rates across different configurations to estimate performance benefits. Given that allocation policies are outside the scope of this paper, we assume a simple policy where, at the beginning of each epoch, each compute blade requests the additional memory it needs from the memory blade. (In a taskscheduling environment, this could be based on prior knowledge of the memory footprint of the new task that will be scheduled.) For the cost of the memory blade, we conservatively estimated the price to be approximately that of a low-end system. We expect this estimate to be conservative because of the limited functionality and hardware requirements of the memory blade versus that of a general purpose server.
Figure 7(b) shows the performance-per-memory-dollar improvement, normalized to the M-max baseline, for PS over a range of remote memory sizes. We focus on the PS design as the FGRA design is not as competitive due to its inability to migrate frequently accessed data to local memory (see Section 4.2.1). As is shown, both the VM consolidation and web2.0 traces benefit substantially from ensemble-level provisioning, gaining 78% and 87% improvement in performance-per-dollar while requiring only 70% and 85% of the sum-of-peaks memory capacity, respectively. These savings indicate that the remote memory capacity can be reduced below worst-case provisioning (sum of peaks) because demands in these workloads rarely reach their peak simultaneously. In contrast, the peak of sums closely tracks the sum of peaks in the Animation trace, limiting the opportunity for cost optimization.
We next evaluate the performance of a cost-optimized disaggregated memory solution relative to the M-max baseline (worst-case provisioning). Figure 7 (c) shows the performance sacrificed by the per-workload cost-optimal design (as determined by the performance-per-dollar peak for each workload in Figure  7 (b)). There is minimal performance loss for the web2.0 and VM consolidation traces (5% and 8%), indicating that disaggregated memory can significantly improve cost-efficiency without adversely affecting performance. For the Animation traces there is a larger performance penalty (24%) due to its consistently high memory demands. Compared to the M-median baseline, the disaggregated memory designs show substantial throughput improvements (34-277X) for all the traces.
Alternate designs
As discussed earlier, our FGRA design suffers relative to PS because it does not exploit locality by swapping heavily used remote pages to local memory. This disadvantage can be addressed by adding page migration to FGRA, similar to existing CC-NUMA optimizations (e.g., Linux's memory placement optimizations [42] ). To study the potential impact of this enhancement, we modeled a hypothetical system that tracks page usage and, at 10 ms intervals, swaps the most highly used pages into local memory. Figure 8 (a) summarizes the speedup of this system over the base FGRA design for M-median compute blades. For the high-footprint workloads that exhibit the worst performance with FGRA (mcf, SPECjbb, and SPEC4p), page migration achieves 3.3-4.5X improvement, with smaller (5-8%) benefit on other high-footprint workloads. For all workloads, the optimized FGRA performs similarly to, and in a few cases better than, PS. These results motivate further examination of data placement policies for FGRA.
The hardware cost of FGRA can be reduced by using a standard PCIe backplane (as PS does) rather than a coherent interconnect, as discussed in Section 3.2.2. This change incurs a latency and bandwidth penalty as the standardized PCIe interconnect is less aggressive than a more specialized interconnect such as cHT. Figure 8 (b) shows the change in performance relative to the baseline FGRA. Performance is comparable, decreasing by at most 20% on the higher memory usage workloads. This performance loss may be acceptable if the cost extending a high-performance interconnect like cHT across the enclosure backplane is high.
Though not shown here (due to space constraints), we have also studied sensitivity of our results to the VMM overhead and memory latency parameters in Table 1 . Our results show no qualitative change to our conclusions.
DISCUSSION
Evaluation assumptions. Our evaluation does not model interconnect routing, arbitration, buffering, and QoS management in detail. Provided interconnect utilization is not near saturation, these omissions will not significantly impact transfer latencies.
We have confirmed that per-blade interconnect bandwidth consumption falls well below the capabilities of PCIe and HT. However, the number of channels to the memory blade may need to be scaled with the number of supported clients.
Impact of the memory blade on ensemble manageability. Memory disaggregation has both positive and negative impacts on enterprise system reliability, availability, security, and manageability. From a reliability perspective, dynamic reprovisioning provides an inexpensive means to equip servers with hot-spare DRAM; in the event of a DIMM failure anywhere in the ensemble, memory can be remapped and capacity reassigned to replace the lost DIMM. However, the memory blade also introduces additional failure modes that impact multiple servers. A complete memory-blade failure might impact several blades, but this possibility can be mitigated by adding redundancy to the blade's memory controller. We expect that high availability could be achieved at a relatively low cost, given the controller's limited functionality. To provide security and isolation, our design enforces strict assignment of capacity to specific blades, prohibits sharing, and can optionally erase memory content prior to reallocation to ensure confidentiality. From a manageability perspective, disaggregation allows management software to provision memory capacity across blades, reducing the need to physically relocate DIMMs.
Memory blade scalability and sharing. There are several obvious extensions to our designs. First, to provide memory scaling beyond the limits of a single memory blade, a server ensemble might include multiple memory blades. Second, prior studies of consolidated VMs have shown substantial opportunities to reduce memory requirements via copy-on-write content-based page sharing across VMs [37] . Disaggregated memory offers an even larger scope for sharing content across multiple compute blades. Finally, in some system architectures, subsets of processors/blades share a memory coherence domain, which we might seek to extend via disaggregation.
Synergy with emerging technologies. Disaggregated memory extends the conventional virtual memory hierarchy with a new layer. This layer introduces several possibilities to integrate new technologies into the ensemble memory system that might prove latency-or cost-prohibitive in conventional blade architectures. First, we foresee substantial opportunity to leverage emerging interconnect technologies (e.g., optical interconnects) to improve communication latency and bandwidth and allow greater physical distance between compute and memory blades. Second, the memory blade's controller provides a logical point in the system hierarchy to integrate accelerators for capacity and reliability enhancements, such as memory compression [30] [31] . Finally, one might replace or complement memory blade DRAM with higher-density, lower-power, and/or non-volatile memory technologies, such as NAND Flash or phase change memory. Unlike conventional memory systems, where it is difficult to integrate these technologies because of large or asymmetric access latencies and lifetime/wearout challenges, disaggregated memory is more tolerant of increased access latency, and the memory blade controller might be extended to implement wear-leveling and other lifetime management strategies [43] . Furthermore, disaggregated memory offers the potential for transparent integration. Because of the memory interface abstraction provided by our design, Flash or phase change memory can be utilized on the memory blade without requiring any further changes on the compute blade.
CONCLUSIONS
Constraints on per-socket memory capacity and the growing contribution of memory to total datacenter costs and power consumption motivate redesign of the memory subsystem. In this paper, we discuss a new architectural approach-memory disaggregation-which uses dedicated memory blades to provide OS-transparent memory extension and ensemble sharing for commodity-based blade-server designs. We propose an extensible design for the memory blade, including address remapping facilities to support protected dynamic memory provisioning across multiple clients, and unique density optimizations to address the compute-to-memory capacity imbalance. We discuss two different system architectures that incorporate this blade: a page-based design that allows memory blades to be used on current commodity blade server architectures with small changes to the virtualization layer, and an alternative that requires small amounts of extra hardware support in current compute blades but supports fine-grained remote accesses and requires no changes to the software layer. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to propose a commodity-based design that simultaneously addresses compute-to-memory capacity extension and cross-node memory capacity sharing. We are also the first to consider dynamic memory sharing across the I/O communication network in a blade enclosure and quantitatively evaluate design tradeoffs in this environment.
Simulations based on detailed traces from 12 enterprise benchmarks and three real-world enterprise datacenter deployments show that our approach has significant potential. The ability to extend and share memory can achieve orders of magnitude performance improvements in cases where applications run out of memory capacity, and similar orders of magnitude improvement in performance-per-dollar in cases where systems are overprovisioned for peak memory usage. We also demonstrate how this approach can be used to achieve higher levels of server consolidation than currently possible. Overall, as future server environments gravitate towards more memory-constrained and cost-conscious solutions, we believe that the memory disaggregation approach we have proposed in the paper is likely to be a key part of future system designs.
